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ABSTRACT. The authors show that for v = 6t q- 1 = pn, p a prime, there exists 
a Room square of order v q- 1. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A Room design or Room square of order 2n, where n is a positive 
integer, is an arrangement of 2n objects in a square array of side 2n -- 1, 
such that each of the (2n -- 1)2 cells of the array either is empty or contains 
exactly two distinct objects; each of the 2n objects appears exactly once 
in each row and column; and each (unordered) pair of objects occurs in 
exactly one cell. 
In this original note [5], Room pointed out that the design which now 
bears his name exists trivially for order 2, that none exist for orders 4 
or 6, but exists for order 8. A brief history of the problem is given in [6], 
where it is shown by actual construction that Room squares exist for all 
orders ~<48, except for orders 4 and 6. 
2. A CONSTRUCTION 
The construction of this section is a generalization of the method used 
in [6] where a completely detailed example is worked for construction a 
Room square of order 12. 
Let G be a finite Abelian group of odd order 2n d- 1. By a starter in G 
we mean a set X = {(xl, Ya), (x2, Y2),-.., (x,~, y,)} of unordered pairs of 
elements of G such that: 
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(i) the elements x 1 , Yl, x~, Y2 ..... Xn, Yn comprise all the non-zero 
elements of G; and 
(ii) the differences • --Y0,  i ---- 1, 2 ..... n, comprise all the non-zero 
elements of G, (generating each precisely once). 
By an adder for  X we mean a set A(X)  of n distinct non-zero elements 
a l ,  a2 ..... an from G such that the elements {xi + ai , Yi + a~}, i = 1, 2 ..... n, 
are all distinct and comprise all the non-zero elements of G. We say that 
ai is the adder corresponding to the pair (x~, Y0. We now prove 
THEOREM 1. I f  an Abelian group G of  odd order 2n + 1 admits a 
starter X and an adder A(X),  then there exists a Room square of  order 
2n+ 2. 
PROOF: Let us label the group elements 0 = go, g l ,  g~ ..... g2, and 
extend the group by adding an ideal element ~,  with the property that 
~+g = g-q- ~ ---- ~ for all g e G. We label the rows and columns of a 
2n -k 1 by 2n -q- 1 square with the group elements go, gl ..... g2n and put 
elements ~,  go in cell (go, go)- I f  g 3~ go, cell (go, g) is left empty if - -g 
is not a member of the adder A(X).  On the other hand, if - -g is the adder 
a i ,  we put the corresponding pair (x~, Yi) of X in cell (go, g). Elements 
are distributed to the entire square by the following rule: cell (gi,  gJ) is 
left empty if cell (go, g~ -- gi) is empty; however, if (xk, Yk) is in cell 
(go, gJ -- gi), place (xk + gi , Yk + gO in cell (g~, gj). (This is consistent 
with the distribution to row go since go = 0.) The resulting square is a 
Room square on the symbols oo, go, gl .... , g~,. Indeed, since the elements 
occurring in row g~ are obtained from those in row go by adding g~ to the 
elements of row go, which contains all elements of G ~) ( ~} exactly once 
by property (i) of a starter, it follows that row g~ contains each element 
of G u { oo} precisely once. Also every unordered pair of elements of G 
occurs in the square since by property (ii) of X, the set of unordered pairs 
{(x~ q- 0, Yi q- 0): i = 1, 2 ..... n; 0 ~ G} includes all unordered pairs of 
elements in G precisely once. It remains only to show that each element 
of G u { ~} occurs in every column. 
Note that position (g~ + gk, gj + gk) is empty if and only if (g~, gj) is 
empty. I f  (g~, g~) contains (x + g~, y + g~) then (gi + gk, g~ + gk) 
contains the pair (x § g~ + gk, Y + g~ + gk). In particular, the elements 
in column gk are obtained from those in column go by the addition of gk 
to those in column go. Thus if the elements of column go comprise all 
elements of G w { ~} exactly once, then so do those of every column. 
But the elements of column go are (go, oo) and the pairs (xi + a~, Yi + ai), 
where ai is the adder corresponding to (x~, Y0. Hence by the defining 
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property of A(X) each element of G u { oo) occurs precisely once in each 
column of the constructed square, which completes the theorem. 
3. STEINER DIFFERENCE BLOCKS 
Let G be a finite Abelian group. A family F of subsets (blocks) of G is 
said to be a set of Steiner difference blocks if 
(i) each member of F contains exactly 3 elements, and 
(ii) the set of differences ~(a -- b), ~(b --  c), ~(c --  a) formed from the 
block (a, b, c) range over all the non-zero elements of  G precisely 
once as all blocks of the family F are considered. 
Since each block generates 6 differences, we see that G must have order 
6t q- 1 for some integer t in order to admit a set of Steiner difference 
blocks. It is well-known [2, p. 230 ft.] that if F is a set of Steiner difference 
blocks for a group G, then the set of triples 
{ [a+0,  b+0,  c§  0]: (a, b, c) EF, 0~G} 
is a Steiner triple system (for definition cf. [2, p. 236]) on the elements of G. 
It  is known that in a Steiner triple system on G every non-zero element 
Occurs with 0 precisely once, and thus, if G has order 6t + 1, there are 
3t triples which contain 0. Let these triples be 
(0, Xl, Yl), (0, x~, Yz) ..... (0, x3,, Y30. 
We say that a set of Steiner difference blocks on G is strong if in the 
triple system it generates, the sums x~ § y~, i = 1, 2,..., 3t, are all distinct. 
THEOREM 2. I f  a finite group G (Abelian) of order 6t § 1 admits a 
strong set S of Steiner difference blocks, then there is a Room square of 
order 6t + 2. 
PROOF: Let us consider X, the set of pairs (xi ,  ye) i = 1, 2 ..... 3t, 
where (0, x~, y~) is a triple of the system T generated by S. We show that X 
has the properties of a starter. As previously mentioned, 0 occurs with all 
non-zero elements of G in the triple system, hence condition (i) is satisfied. 
We demonstrate that property (ii) for starters is satisfied as follows. 
We say that two triples (0, x~, Yi) and (0, x~, yj) are equivalent if they are 
generated by the same block of the given set of difference blocks, It is 
trivial that this is an equivalence relation. Let U be the set of equivalence 
classes of this relation, It is clear that each equivalence class of U contains 
three triples of T of  the form (0, x i ,  Y0- Let us choose a system of 
representatives (0, ug, v0, i = 1, 2,..., t for U. (This system of repre- 
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sentatives i  again a strong set of difference blocks over G since it generates 
the same triple system T as S does.) Further  the other members of  the 
equivalence class containing (0, ui , vi) are (0, ui - -  vi , - -vO and 
(0, vi --  ui , - -ui) ,  and the elements ui , vi , - -u i  , - -v i  , ui - -  vi and v~ -- ui 
are the six differences of the elements of  the initial block which generated 
the equivalence class. Since the differences of the set of difference blocks 
comprise the elements of  G u { oo} precisely once, we see that the differ- 
ences of  the pairs (ui , vi), (ui --  vi , - -vi)  and (v~ -- ui , - -ui) ,  respectively 
i (u i  - -  v~), ~u~,  •  comprise all non-zero elements of  G precisely 
once. Hence property (ii) of  a starter is satisfied by X. 
Now A(X)  ~ {- - (x i  4- Yi), i = 1, 2,..., 3t} is an adder for X. Since the 
difference set in the hypothesis is strong, all members of A(X)  are distinct. 
Further if --(x~ 4- Yi) = 0 then x~ = - -Y i ,  and (0, y~, --y,:) is a member 
of  the triple system, and the "difference" • occurs twice in the set of  
difference blocks, a contradiction. To see that the remaining property of  
an adder is satisfied note that if we take --(x~ + yi) as the adder cor- 
responding to the pair (x~, y.~) we obtain on addit ion ( - -y~,  --x~) which 
comprises all non-zero elements of G as i = 1, 2 ..... 3t, since (x~,y~), 
i = 1, 2,..., 3t, comprises the same set. Hence G admits a starter and 
adder and the result follows. 
COROLLARY 1. I f  a group G o f  order 2n 4- 1 admits a starter (xi , y~} 
i ~ 1, 2,..., n, such that all sums xi 4- y~ are distinct and non-zero then the 
set o f  elements - - (x i  + yi) fo rm an adder fo r  the starter. 
The proof  is as above. 
COROLLARY 2. In any equivalence class U in the above theorem, the 
sums o f  the triples are distinct. Indeed, let (0, u, v) be the representative 
triple of  such a class. Then the other triples are (0, - -u,  v - -  u) and 
(0, --v, u - -  v). The three sums are (i) u 4- v, (ii) u - -  2v, and (/ii) v - -  2u, 
where 2x ~-- x + x. I f  (i) = (ii), then 3v = 0, if  (i) = (iii), then 3u - -  0 
and if (ii) = (iii) then 3(u - -  v) = 0. But in a group of  order 3t § 1, 
3x = 0 implies that x = 0, but none of u, v, or u - -  v are equal to 0, hence 
all sums are distinct. 
4. AN EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR ROOM SQUARES 
It is shown in [2, p. 233] that, i fv  = 6t + 1 =pn,  wherep  is a prime and 
n a positive integer, then in the field GF(p"), i f  x is a primitive root, the 
set of  blocks 
(x i, x 2~+i, x4t+i), i : O, 1, 2 ..... t --  1, 
form a set o f  Steiner difference blocks. Using these blocks, we prove 
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THEOREM 3. / f  V ----- 6t -q- 1 = p~, where p is a p r ime and  n a pos i t ive  
integer,  then there ex is ts  a Room square o f  order v q- 1. 
We need only show that the above set of  difference blocks is strong. 
The equivalence classes of  the above set of  blocks are of  the form 
(0, x ~t+~ --  x ~, x 4~+~ -- xg; (0, x ~ - -  x2t% x 4~+~ - -  x2t+9; 
(0 ,  x i - -  x 4~+~, x 2t+i - -  x4~+i ) .  
There are t such classes, indexed by residues, 0, 1, 2 ..... t --  1, mod 6t. 
Their respective sums are 
x i (x  4~ -k x zt - -  2), x~(x 4t - -  2x 2t -b 1), and x i (x  2~ - -  2X 4t -~- 1). 
Observing that x 2~ = (x4t) -1, these three sums may be written respectively 
as (i) x i (x  2t - -  x-2~) 2, (ii) x i (x  2~ - -  I) 2, and (iii) xi(x -2~ -- 1) 3. 
In view of  Corollary 2 to Theorem 2, we need only demonstrate that 
sums arising in two distinct classes are distinct. 
I f  two sums of  type (i) are equal, say in distinct classes indexed by j 
and k, with j ~ k mod 6t, then x J (x  2~ - -  x-2~) ~ -= Xk(X 2~ - -  X-~t) 2. But, if 
x 2~ -- X -2~ ~- 0, then x 2~ ---- 0 or x 2~ = 1, which contradicts the fact that 
x is primitive in GF(p '  9. Hence x ~ = x k, and j  ~ k rood 6t, a contradiction. 
Similar contradictions occur by assuming identical sums of  types (ii) 
and (ii) or (iii) and (iii) f rom distinct classes. By symmetry we have only 
sums of type (i) (ii), (i) (iii), or (ii) (iii) from distinct classes to consider. 
Examining a case of type (i) (ii), we obtain x J (x  2~ - -  x-~t) 2 = xk(x  2~ - -  1)2; 
that is, xJ+4~(1 -- x-492 = xk(x  2~ - -  1) 2. But x -~t ---- x 2~, and x 2~ @ 1, 
hence j + 4t ~ k mod 6t. This implies that j --  k ~ 2t rood 6t, which is 
impossible, since both j  and k are taken from the residues 0, 1, 2 ..... t --  1 
rood 6t. A similar result occurs in the remaining two cases. Hence all 
sums within triples containing 0 are distinct and the difference blocks are 
strong. 
COROLLARY. I f  p is a p r ime congruent to 1 mod 6, there exists  a cycl ic 
Room square o f  order p q- 1. (For definition of  cyclic Room square, see [6].) 
The result is obtained by using the residues mod p in natural order go = 0, 
gx = 1,g2-----2 ..... g~_x =p-  1. The construction used here differs from 
that in [6] in that none of the starters here are of the "patterned" type 
used in [6]. 
5. ORTHOGONAL STEINER SYSTEMS 
In [4], O'Shaughnessy points out the following. Suppose one can find 
a pair of  Steiner triple systems of order 2n q- 1 for a given set G such that 
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(i) the two systems have no triples in common,  and 
(ii) if two pairs of elements appear with the same element in one 
system, then they appear with distinct elements in the other system; 
then one can define a Room pair of  quasigroups of order 2n q-1 
and hence a Room square of order 2n q- 2. We shall refer to such a 
pair as an orthogonal Steiner system of order 2n + 1 (OSS(2n + 1)). 
THEOREM 4. I f  p '~ ~- 1 mod 6, then there exists an OSS(p~). 
PROOF: Consider the Steiner triple system of Section 4, which may be 
generated by the system of representatives (0, u~, vi), i = 1, 2,..., t. With 
it we associate the system of generators (0, --v~, --u~), i = 1, 2 ..... t, 
which again has the property that the differences generated by the blocks 
comprise all non-zero elements of GF(p ~) exactly once and hence generate 
a Steiner triple system. It may be verified that these are, respectively, 
equivalent o the row and column quasigroups of the Room squares of 
Theorem 3 (in the sense required for O'Shaughnessy's remarks) and hence 
constitute an orthogonal pair. This appears to be a first step in proving 
O'Shaughnessy's conjecture (shared by the authors) that, if v ~ 1 mod 6, 
there exists an OSS(v). 
6. AN EXAMPLE 
We illustrate the above method by constructing a Room square of 
order 8, using 3 as a primitive element in the field of residues modulo 7. 
Then {(1, 2, 4)} is a (set of) Steiner difference block(s). The corresponding 
equivalence class is 
{(0, 1, 3); (0, 6, 2); (0, 4, 5)}. 
The respective sums are 4, 1, and 2. The resultant Room square is then 
D0 62 45 - -  13 
- -  ~ 1  03 56 - -  24  - -  
- -  - -  oo2  14 60 - -  35 
46 - -  - -  ~3  25 01 - -  
- -  50  oo4  36 12 
23 - -  61 - -  - -  oo5 40 
51 34 - -  02 - -  - -  oo6 
7. ROOM SQUARES OF ORDER 4100 
In [6], there appears a list of  orders ~ 100 for which Room squares were 
supposed to exist. Unfortunately part of the list was based on a multipli- 
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cative construction [1, p. 87] which fails [3]. Thus, we give a new list. 
I t  is shown in [6] that cyclic Room squares exist for all even orders ~48,  
with the necessary exception of  orders 4 and 6. We may also add orders 
50, 62, 68, 74, 80, and 98 in view of  Theorem 3. 
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